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From the Principal

Mr Simon Leese

the roofs off a terrace of houses in London you
would discover more intrigue than the most
fertile mind could imagine.’ We can never
know exactly what ‘family’ means behind the
closed doors and drawn curtains. So should
schools even refer to the cosy, middle class,
comfortable notion of family, when the reality
for even a few of the community may contrast
painfully with it?

Should schools aim to have a ‘family’
atmosphere?
We all know what we mean - a comfortable,
mutually respectful, supportive, safe and even
loving environment where everyone is happy
and flourishes.
Unfortunately, not everyone’s experience of
family has such a cosy glow. There will probably
be students in every school who see their daily
time away from stresses at home as a relief,
even an escape. The author Arthur ConanDoyle once wrote something like, ‘if you took
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When my wife and I ran a large boarding
house at a school in the UK it wasn’t a family.
Families do not generally have 50 people
living under one roof, sometimes sharing
bedrooms, and sharing communal bathrooms.
Privacy is compromised, personal preferences
may not always prevail, whether it is the
choice of communal TV watching, volume of
music being played, even time of going to bed.
There may have been the comforting waft of
home baking from Mrs Leese’s kitchen, but
elements of homeliness don’t make a family.
Schools should emphasise why they are
not ‘families’, and that the opportunities
good schools provide go way beyond what
any typical family could possibly offer.
Tensions between family members can be
more manageable at school, where they
may be diluted by the normality of others.
Some problems scale up, of course, with
more participants potentially involved - but
generally schools can sooth and restore, and
keep a sense of proportion.

Is there a typical ‘family’ that schools
sometimes suggest they replicate? Absolutely
not. A loving man and woman, 2.2 intelligent
and happy children, a sensible family car and
dog…..is not the experience of many young
people. For any description of the ‘ideal
family’, I would be confident I can describe
where that exact depiction has failed one
or more of its members. Similarly I could
describe some challenged, unconventional,
even exotic, arrangements where from the
most unpromising circumstances, successful,
confident and ambitious individuals have
blossomed.
We all know what we mean by a ‘family
atmosphere’ - a context where the best of
relationships prevail and where all participants
feel cared for, valued and encouraged. We are
really talking about ‘humanity’ - a definition:
‘concerned wholey with a person’s welfare’.
But best for us to remember not everyone is
that lucky at home, while striving to make it a
reality at school.
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Astronomy Club Water
Rocket Launch
Mr Lai Hock Lim

Mrs Adele Roberts

This term the Thursday Astronomy club for
Year 10 students were learning about space
exploration and spacecrafts designs. Theory
about space exploration has been taught
in the first half-term while the students
attended a four week course making water
rockets and launcher in the second half-term,
the 9 students formed 3 groups to compete
against each other making their water rocket
using Coca-Cola bottles. With the guidance
of Dr Chong Hon Yew from the Astronomical

In the last month of the year 11’s time at
POWIIS the Sixth Form have been raising
awareness of A Levels for the younger
students. Year 11 have been invited to
several events from meeting the sixth
formers to finding out about what it is really
like as a sixth former, to meeting university
reps to ask questions and consider how to
make their future career realistic.
All university visitors have always
commented upon how polite our
students are but also how focussed and
informed they have been. The visitors
have mentioned that they are impressed
with the questions the students ask and
it is clear that they have been doing their
research on courses, locations and what
they want to do.

Society of Penang, they managed to complete
their water rockets. They were taught the
Physics concepts and science behind a rocket
launch. They also learned how to calculate the
distance of travel and put this knowledge to
use on the 28th March at the park in Botanica
CT. They were thrilled by the height of the
water rockets shooting up at least 100 metres
with a pressure of 8 atmospheres.
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Yr13 Last Days at POWIIS
Mrs Adele Roberts

The Year 13’s last days at POWIIS have been
full of goodbye celebrations from the POWIIS
Ball which many students helped organise to
last week’s formal Leavers’ Evening. It seems
many of these celebrations/goodbyes have
revolved around food!

Omelette Making:
As one of the Year 13’s last PSHE they had
the challenge of making omelettes, a simple
dish that they could use next year when away
at university. All omelettes were in varying
shapes and sizes as all the students were
following slightly different recipes. It was clear
from this little challenge who is comfortable
in the kitchen and who might be eating more
in the university canteen! The winning group
was Daniel Lay’s. (Maybe his lucky spoon that
he won from the Christmas Bake Off came in
handy!)
Pot Luck Lunch:
On the last Friday of term 2, the Prefects
organised a goodbye celebration from them
to the year 12’s or were they ‘passing the
baton of responsibility?’. The way they did

this was to organise a Pot Luck Dinner where
all sixth form students brought their favourite
dishes. Dishes ranged from Japenese tempura,
Swedish meatballs to Aditya’s homemade Pani
Puri and other homemade delicious sweet
treats. During their celebration they also had
some food competitions where there found
out who was the fastest eater and who could
eat the hottest, spicest noodles. All good fun
and frivolity, to celebrate the end of a hard
long term and the upcoming study leave for
the senior members of the community.

Leavers’ Evening:
The year 13 had their final farewell evening
on Friday 26th April at The E&O Hotel. It was a
superb event full of good food, speeches -both
Head prefects gave Oscar Winning Speeches
and also a little frivolity through the Prefect
Awards and the photos. Prefects gave out
awards that ranged from ‘Best Smile Award
(Riley) to Guardian of the Third Floor Award
(Ju Sein) and The Fastest Eater Award (Aditya).
The students also gave out thoughtful teacher
presents as a way to say thanks for all that the
staff have done for them. This year group is

Kangaroo Maths Problems
Mr Martin Clarke

Last issue’s puzzle “Mr Candle’s candles”
really divided the email solutions and in
addition created a long discussion in my
Accelerated Mathematics class this week.

days an extra 14 candles are created.
14/ 7 = 2 .... this means the 14 new candles
then make 2 additional candles. Total
number of candles/ days is therefor 116.

Yue Lynn Chan (Year 11, Cornwall) took
the following approach:
100 / 7 = 14.28.... this means that over 100

Another candle themed question this
week. Email your solution and reasoning
to maths@powiis.edu.my.

one of the first where POWIIS can proudly say
and that many of the students have been here
since the beginning. A large number have been
at POWIIS for the majority of their schooling if
not all and it has been an honour to lead them
as their Head of Sixth Form. I wish them all
good luck and all the best for the future. Don’t
forget to keep in touch!
Many of houses said goodbye through house
parties and the year 13’s themselves had one
final ‘goodbye’ lesson 6 on Tuesday. At this
time, the Prefects had organised a special gift
for all year 13 students to remember their
time at POWIIS: a photobook representing
their memories. This differs from the Yearbook
which will be published later this year as it
displays the students’ best memories from
their sixth form years at POWIIS. This was a
student led initiative that I hope will continue
as a tradition of POWIIS Leavers. The students
also decided to have sweatshirt made that
could worn in their colder climates that many
are going onto after POWIIS.
Good bye and good luck, year 13.
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WSC Penang Round 2019
Mr Darren Lim Jen Zen

“Simply euphoric!” “One of the best learning
events I have experienced in my life!”
Those were some of the reviews from
participants, who have made history at
POWIIS, as we hosted the sixth edition of the
World Scholar’s Cup (WSC) Penang Round, a
round that saw long-standing records broken
and an amazing display of intellectual talent
with some of the highest cumulative team
scores ever in the history of the program.
On the beautiful Friday morning of April 19,
approximately 530 scholars from 36 schools
arrived at POWIIS in high spirits, very eager to
start what was expected to be an invigorating
and highly competitive WSC round. They
were joined by 45 guest adjudicators, many
of them returning, some for the fifth time,
who continue to sing praises of the POWIIS
hospitality. We were privileged to be joined
by Mr. Daniel Berdichevsky, the founder
of WSC, for a rare opening ceremony that
featured almost the entire WSC team. This
was a reflection of how the Penang Round

has grown into one of the signature rounds
in the WSC calendar. Throughout the day,

the Penang scholars never failed to show why
the Penang WSC community was valued for
its commitment and intensity with engaging
debates taking place in the classrooms and
consistent focus in the testing hall as every
scholar takes the challenging essay and quiz
questions in their stride.

the privilege of honouring the highest scoring
Senior category scholar in the history of
the program (Sarah Swea - Han Chiang High

The events on Saturday, April 20, were held at
a larger theatre at Universiti Sains Malaysia. As
both junior and senior categories converge for

the quiz bowl, there were screams of joy (and
groans of disappointment by almost equal
measure) as the scholars racked their brains
to decipher clues from videos, songs, articles
and memes related to their syllabus. In the
afternoon’s Un-Talent show, the grand stage
was graced by a wonderful line-up of scholars,
who demonstrated their lighter side with a
wide range of talents (or non-talents); some
weird, some more conventional.
Finally, it was time for the awards! The
atmosphere at the theatre on the Saturday
evening was pure ecstacy, when Penang was
revealed to have made WSC history. We had

School), while one of our POWIIS teams was
part of the highest scoring Senior category Top
10 in the program. The high praises sang by the
WSC team on POWIIS justifies how we have
worked together to present what they have
called “the best round experience this year”.
Our collective achievements as POWIIS, and by
extension the wider Penang WSC community,
is a testament of how much we can achieve if
we Aspire to be great and Believe that we CAN
be great! (ABC)
The WSC team wishes to thank Mr. Darren Lim
and his organising team for the fantastic work
in putting together a memorable qualifying
round experience. Special thanks goes out
to Mr. Simon Leese and his school leadership
team for their unwavering support as well as
(befitting our theme this year “A World on the
Margins”) the tireless crew behind the scenes
for their Herculean efforts: our technical
wizard, Ms. Shauni Kaur; Mr. Fazli and his ever
dedicated maintenance team as well as the
staff from the front office, (continued on pg5)
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(From pg4 Cont.) ICT Department, cafeteria
and of course, the POWIIS teacher and student
community.
Key results of the POWIIS WSC Team at the
Penang Round 2019:
(Gold medals are awarded to the top 5% of
each event, Silver medals to the top 10%,
Trophies to the Top 5 placings for each
individual and team event)

JUNIOR CATEGORY

SENIOR CATEGORY

44 GOLD MEDALS
36 SILVER MEDALS

282 students
94 teams

27 GOLD MEDALS
23 SILVER MEDALS

248 students
83 teams

2nd place Team Debate

Ruben Bahr,
Aditya Kumar,
Ping Xuan Loh

5th place Team Writing

Nicholas Low Kai-Teng,
Dylan Yeo Shi An,
Tianhao Xi

3rd place Writing (Individual)

Ian Lim Ee H’ng
(also Top Junior Scholar for
POWIIS)

7th place Team Debate

Nicholas Low Kai-Teng,
Dylan Yeo Shi An,
Tianhao Xi

5th place Challenge (Literature)

Aditya Kumar

7th place History Challenge

Shou Wu Lim

6th place Debater

Ruben Bahr

8th place Science Challenge

Shou Wu Lim

11th place Overall Team

Ian Lim Ee H’ng,
Villace Chan Jian Zhen,
Leo Ronot

8th place Team Writing

Megan Lim Chien Thung,
Euan Wong Meng Ci,
Zong Junn Lee

11th place Team Debate

Alicia H’ng Jie Qi,
Vincy Khor,
Xin Liang Goay

10th place Overall Team

Nicholas Low Kai-Teng,
Dylan Yeo Shi An,
Tianhao Xi

14th place Debater

Alicia H’ng Jie Qi
(selected as a panellist for
Debate Showcase)

10th place Art Challenge

Dylan Yeo Shi An

12th place Social Studies

Mei Xin Ooi

14th place Team Bowl

Nicholas Low Kai-Teng,
Dylan Yeo Shi An,
Tianhao Xi

15th place Team Writing

Shou Wu Lim,
Bernice Ooi Jing Wen,
Medeleine Tee Wei Shuen

16th place Literature

Shou Wu Lim

17th place Special Area

Dana Ng Ching Ling

14th place Team Writing

Kaya Mabel Sights,
Kai Heng Oh,
Min Eeo

20th place Team Debate

Wei Yi Yeoh,
Joaquin Antonio Cervania,
Mark Chen Wee

20th place Team Writing

Arthur Cheong Thean Zhi,
Bryan Lim Wei Heng,
Edmund Lee Whye Kit

19th place Writing Individual

Tianhao Xi

21st place Literature

Afiq Luqman Amilka Nazim,
Muhammad Atif Yushri

25th place Overall Scholar

Shou Wu Lim
(also Top Scholar for school)

24th place Team Bowl

Kaya Mabel Sights,
Oh Kai Heng,
Min Eeo

27th place Writing Individual

Megan Lim Chien Thung

25th place Writing Individual

Bryan Lim Wei Heng

4 GOLD MEDALS

28th place Team Bowl

Yue Wen Chan,
Wayne Yee Lau,
Grace Liew Yee Xuan

(third highest individual scorer) for Challenge

29th place Team Debate

Yue Wen Chan,
Wayne Yee Lau,
Grace Liew Yee Xuan

4 gold medals Team Challenge
(second highest individual
scorer)

Kaya Mabel Sights

Shou Wu Lim
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Important Dates for May & June
3rd May - 20th June

IGCSE and A Levels Examinations

7th May

U14 Netball Tournament

14th May

POWIIS Touch Rugby

15th - 18th May

DofE Bronze Qualification

18th - 22nd May

Half Term Break

19th May

Wesak Day

22nd May

Nuzul Al-Quran

24th May

Entrance Assessment Day

25th May

RYDER CUP

1st June

Open Day

1st June

Year 10 Parents’ Reception

4th June

SCIPS Transition Day

5th - 6th June

Hari Raya Puasa

14th June

Entrance Assessment Day

17th - 21st June

Internal Examinations Week

25th June

DofE Silver Qualification

30th June

DofE Gold Practice and Qualification

Click here for full
school calendar

Entrance assessments are still possible by special arrangement and subject to available spaces. Please mention to friends and contacts who
may wish to be included. Contact Michelle Goh at admissions@powiis.edu.my

Watch for future Pulse editions!

